
We have today (1/7/20) rebranded our award-winning ethical investment service from 'TAM Ethical' to 
'TAM ESG'.

TAM were an early adopter of ethical investment management, launching our range of TAM Ethical 
model investment portfolios when 'ethical investing' was the term used to describe a niche investment 
strategy with a limited fund universe.

Ethical investing has evolved dramatically over the years and today there is a wide range of ethical 
investment styles available to fund managers, such as positive and negative screening, impact investing and 
engagement. But perhaps the fastest growing, broadest investment strategy is environmental, social & 
governance (ESG) investing.

ESG factors are being integrated into the investment processes of an ever-growing number of funds, even 
mainstream funds which do not have an explicit ethical focus. Managers recognise that firms which do not 
take these considerations seriously are at risk of suffering tangible losses as a result of poor practices, 
which ultimately impacts share price.
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There is a blend of ethical investment styles incorporated into our portfolios. We want to take full 
advantage of the developments that have taken place in the ethical market in order to deliver a more 
diverse investment strategy.

Our aim is to appeal to a wide range of socially responsible investors, and provide portfolios that 
best suit their ethical, as well as financial requirements. We therefore believe that 'TAM ESG' better 
reflects our approach to ethical investing.

The name may be new, but the service is the same:

• 5 risk profiles available from Defensive to Adventurous
• 7 year track record
• 0.40% AMC
• No minimum investment

For more information about our TAM ESG service just click here, or to speak to us about the range of 
portfolios, please get in touch via any of the details below.
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